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High-speed maglev train is considered an ideal vehicle in the 21st Century. The travel mechanism as
an important part of the train, bears and delivers a variety of vertical and horizontal alternating load in
operation. It affects the operation safety of the train directly, so key components of the travel
mechanism should be under fatigue strength test by fatigue test machine. The paper proposed a
variable frequency pump control fatigue test machine for high-speed maglev train. It simplified the
structure and improved the stability and reliability by using variable frequency pump control
technology to regulate the velocity of the motion of hydraulic cylinder. Introducing the operating
principle of the system, established the simulation model including frequency converter, electromotor
and hydraulic system. The system performance in the cases of variable load and variable speed is
analyzed with the SIMULINK of MATLAB. The system is verified correct and feasible by comparing
simulation results with the actual situations. Finally, control performance of the model system was
optimized by using PID closed-loop controller as well. The variable frequency pump control fatigue
test machine achieved high response and high energy efficiency, so it is suitable for fatigue test
application.
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NOMENCLATURE
np
Rotational speed of Three-phase alternating current asynchronous motor
f1
Frequency of power supply
s
Slip of electric motor
mp Pole pairs of electric motor
Eg
Valid values of each phase electromotive force
Ψg Air gap flux linkage
U1 Stator phase voltage
UN Rated voltage of motor
fN
Rated frequency of motor
U0 Low-frequency voltage compensation value
Tn
Electromagnetictorque of asynchronous motor
ω1 Motor stator angular frequency
R1
Stator resistance
R2’ Rotor resistance which converts to the stator side
L1
Stator leakage inductance
L1’ Rotor leakage inductance which convert to the stator side
JT
Moment of inertia of asynchronous motor
np
Rotational speed of t asynchronous motor
TL
Loadtorque of asynchronous motor
BT
Damping coefficient of the motor shaft

Dp
pp
ηpm
Qp
Qlp
Ql
μt0
λ
t
βe
Qc
A
v
Clc
Vm
m
Bc
FLc
kuf

Capacity of pump
Outlet pressure of pump
Mechanicalefficiency of pump
Outputflow of pump
Leakage of pump
Flow which emerged by oil compressibility inside the pump
Dynamicviscosity of hydraulic oil when the temperature is t0
Viscosity-temperature coefficient of hydraulic oil
Temperature of hydraulic oil
Bulk modulus of hydraulic oil
Input flow of hydrauliccylinder
Area of piston big end of hydrauliccylinder
Speed of cylinder rod
Leakage coefficient of hydrauliccylinder
Volume from hydraulic pump to hydrauliccylinder
Total mass of the hydraulic rod and load
Viscousdampingcoefficient of hydraulic cylinder
Load of fatigue test machine
Voltage frequency coefficient of the controller
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1. INTRODUCTION
The high-speed maglev train has the advantage of
energy saving, safe, comfortable and good line
adaptability, and become one of the most competitive
public transport in the future. The travel mechanism is
the most significant part of the high-speed maglev train
with complex working conditions, as the travel
mechanism is the loaded platform of the train, and the
working platform of traction and turning [1]. It
influenced the whole performance of maglev trains.
Improving and optimizing the structure of the travel
mechanism by fatigue testing key components of the
travel mechanism and analyzing the test result is very
useful and important [2-4]. Hydraulic transmission used
in fatigue test gig areas has the advantages of high
energy density, steady transmission and steady
transmission. Traditional fatigue test gigs change
executers’ speed by adjusting electro-hydraulic servo
valves or proportional solenoid directional control
valves [5], which will cause massive throttle loss and
overflow loss [6, 7]. So, the traditional fatigue test gigs
with throttle control have the disadvantages of low
efficiency in power, complicate structure, high
requirement for oil quality and expensive to repair.
Especially, it’s impossible to change electric motor’s
speed when the fatigue test gig is running. Motor runs
very fast although the requirement of system volume is
small even the machine is in stand-by mode. It cause
seriously wear of the electric motor and hydraulic
motor, shorten lifespan of fatigue test machine [8], and
will made a loud noise as well.
The output flow rate of ration pump can be governed
by adjusting the frequent of electrical power,
accordingly [9], hydraulic cylinder’ speed of fatigue test
gig can be governed by using frequency control
technology in order to satisfy the system. The article
introduces the principle of variable frequency pump
control hydraulic speed governing system, established
the simulation model, and analyzed the system
performance base on SIMULINK of MATLAB. The
system is verified correct and feasible by the simulation,
control performance of the model system is optimized
by using PID controller as well.
2. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE FATIGUE TEST
MACHINE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The principle of the fatigue test gig hydraulic system
can be seen in Figure 1. Frequency converter transforms
380V/50Hz industrial frequency source supply into
three-phase ac power with specific frequency and
specific voltage for asynchronous motor. Motor drives
the ration pump with determined speed to output
hydraulic oil with determined flow. Finally, hydraulic
oil drives piston rod of hydraulic cylinder to do fatigue

test through the filter, the check valve and the electrichydraulic commutating valve. Hydraulic oil from exit of
the dual-action telescopic cylinder goes back to the oil
tank.

Figure 1. The principle of fatigue test gig hydraulic System:
1- frequency converter 2- three-phase alternating current
asynchronous motor 3- ration pump 4-filter 5- check valve 6electric-hydraulic commutating valve 7- dual-action telescopic
cylinder 8- relief valve 9- oil tank, 10- speed controller

The system eliminated throttle loss and overflow
loss by adopting an electric-hydraulic commutating
valve to replace the electro-hydraulic servo valve,
improved energy utilization, simplified the system’s
structure, enhanced the reliability. Especially, motor can
reduce rotate speed with executor’s speeddroop
automatically when requirement of system’ volume is
small or in stand-by situation.
3. MODELS OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY PUMP
CONTROL FATIGUE TEST MACHINE
3. 1. Link of Frequency Converter
The speed of
three-phase alternating current asynchronous motor can
be described as
n p  60 f1 (1  s ) / m p  n1 (1  s)

(1)

Equation (1) shows that the rotational speed of
three-phase alternating current asynchronous motor is
proportional to the frequency of power supply.
Frequency converter can control the asynchronous
motor to attain stepless speed regulating by changing
the frequency of power supply. The air gap flux linkage
should be kept constant during the course of varying
speed of the motor in order to make full use of
asynchronous motor. The air gap flux linkage satisfies
the following equation [10]:
Eg  4.44 f1 g

(2)
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Equation (2) shows that the air gap flux linkage will
be kept constant as long as Eg/f1 is constant. However, it
is difficult to detection and control, stator phase voltage
can be considered equal to the valid values of each
phase electromotive force, as:
U1  Eg  4.44 f1 g

(3)

The pressure and frequency ratio should keep
constant when output frequency of controller is lower
than fundamental frequency, U1/f1=Const. However,
when the output frequency of controller is low, stator
magnetic indicator leakage resistance voltage drop ratio
increased，so the assumptionU1≈Eg is invalid, the
voltage U1 should be raised in order to compensate
stator voltage drop. When output frequency of
controller lower than fundamental frequency, the
voltage and frequency of motor stator satisfied the
equation as follows
U1 

UN
 f1  U 0
fN

(4)

When output frequency of controller is higher than
fundamental frequency, the stator voltage couldn’t be
raised as the limitation of saturation of magnetic, so
motor run in a weak magnetic state.
Synthesize the above analysis, the functional
diagram of frequency converter of three-phase
alternating current asynchronous motor is set up, as
shown in Figure 2.
Frequency converter consisted of the acceleration
and deceleration time setting, U/fcurve, integrator,
SPWM modulation and inverter. f1* is the signal of
frequency given by system, the acceleration and
deceleration time setting limits the acceleration of
asynchronous motor, in order to avoid the enormous
impulsion to motor’s stator current and torque. Voltage
magnitude of SPWM modulating wave can be obtained
according to f1 and U/f curve, U/f maintain constant
when f1 is below the fundamental frequency, while
stator voltage equals to rated voltage when f1 is above
the fundamental frequency.
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The phase angle of modulation wave θU can be
obtained by integrating f1 by the integrator. SPWM
produces sine pulse width modulation driving signals to
control inverter according to the voltage magnitude U
and the phase Angle of Modulation wave θU, so the
rotate speed of asynchronous motor can be governed.
The simulation model of frequency converter based on
SIMULINK is shown in Figure 3.
3. 2. Link of Asynchronous Motor
According to
principle of electromotor, electromagnetictorque of
asynchronous motor satisfies the following equation
[11]:
Tn  3m p (

U1

1

)2

s1 R2
( sR1  R2 )  s 212 ( L1  L2 )2
2

(5)

Torque balance equation of asynchronous motor is
shown below
dn p
2
2
JT
 Tn  TL 
BT n p
60
dt
60

(6)

The loadtorque of asynchronous motor from
Equation (6) is input torque of constant delivery pump,
considering the loss of mechanical transmission, the
loadtorque of asynchronous motor is given as
TL 

Dp p p

 pm

(7)

Figure 2. The functional diagram of frequency converter of
three-phase alternating current asynchronous motor

Figure 3. Simulation model of frequency converter
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Qc （1+

pp

e

）Av 

Clc  p p

t 0 e  (t t 0)

(12)

According to flow continuity equation, following
equation can be obtained
Vm   Avdt dp p

 Qp  Qc
e
dt

By substituting Equation (11) and Equation (12) into
Equation (13), flow continuation equation of hydraulic
link can be obtained.

Figure 4. Simulation model of asynchronous motor

According to Equations (5)-(7), simulation model of
asynchronous motor can be established, as shown in
Figure 4.
3. 3. Link of Hydraulic
The output flow of
hydraulic pump is related to rotational speed of electric
motor and affected by leakage flow of pump. Liquidflow equation of the pump outlet is shown below [12]
(8)

Clp  p p

t e   ( t  t

0

pp
pp
C lp  p p
C lm  p p
2
(1 
)D p n p  1+
Av 

60
e
e
t 0e   (t t 0) t 0e   (t t 0)

(14)

According to the second law of Newton, the force
equilibrium equation of hydraulic cylinder is as below
dv
 Ap p  Bc v  FLc
dt

(15)

According to Equations (14)-(15), simulation model of
hydraulic link with SIMULINK of MATLAB can be
established [13-15] as shown in Figure 5.

The leakage of pump can be expressed as [13]
Qlp 

V m dp p


e dt

m

2
Qp 
Dp n p  Qlp  Ql
60

(13)

(9)

)

0

The flow which emerged by oil compressibility inside
the pump can be expressed as follows
Ql 

2
p p n p Dp / e
60

(10)

According to Equations (8)-(10), the liquid-flow
equation of the pump can be rewritten as
Qp 

pp
Clp  p p
2
(1 
) Dp n p 
60
e
t 0 e  (t t 0)

(11)

4. SIMULATION OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY PUMP
CONTROL FATIGUE TEST MACHINE
4. 1. Simulation of Open Loop System
Connected and packaged simulation models of the
frequency converter, the asynchronous motor, the
hydraulic link with SIMULINK, open loop system of
variable frequency pump control fatigue test machine
was set up, as shown in Figure 6.

While the input flow of hydrauliccylinder is

Figure 5. Simulation model of hydraulic link
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Input of open loop system simulation model is
voltage signal of frequency converter uc, the relation
between voltage signals and frequencysignal is shown
as follows
Figure 6. Open loop system of variable frequency pump
control fatigue test machine

Figure 7. Hydraulic pressure of system

Figure 8. Hydraulic pressure of system

Figure 9. Speed curve of hydraulic cylinder

Figure 10. Structure of proportion integration differentiation
controller

f1*  kuf  uc

(16)

Simulation analysis of open loop system was carried
out under the condition of constant speed and variable
load. The set speed of hydraulic cylinder is 0.018 m/s,
and load of the system is 0N Within 10 seconds and
increase to 500N 10 seconds later. Figure 7 shows the
simulation results of load and hydraulic pressure of
system. Figure 8 shows the set speed and actual speed
of hydraulic cylinder.
When the load of system is 0N，the deviation
between set speed and actual speed of hydraulic
cylinder is small, steady-state deviation is less than 1%,
when the load of system increases to 500N, actual speed
of hydraulic cylinder is about 0.016 m/s, and steadystate deviation is more than 11%, so the steady-state
deviation of hydraulic cylinder closely related to the
load of system: hydraulic pressure of system increased
when load of system increased, increasing hydraulic
pressure lead to more the leakage of hydraulic oil, but
the rational speed of asynchronous motor in open-loop
system keeps stable, as a result, speed of hydraulic
cylinder decrease and steady-state deviation became
bigger, which matches practical case of variable
frequency pump control fatigue test machine.
Under the condition of constant load and variable
speed, simulation analysis of open loop system was
carried out. When the load of system is 500N, the speed
curve of hydraulic cylinder is shown in Figure 9.
The actual speed of hydraulic cylinder is close to set
speed, velocity accelerates is small, the system has
reasonable dynamic performance, but steady-state
deviation of speed of hydraulic can not be eliminate on
account of leakage of hydraulic link and compressibility
of hydraulic oil.
4. 2. Simulation of Closed-loop System
A
proportion integration differentiation (PID) controller is
proposed in order to improve accuracy of speed and
better dynamic performance [16], as shown in Figure
10.

Figure 11.The closed-loop system of variable frequency pump
control fatigue test machine
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The control performance of system is improved by
choosing reasonable parameters: kp, ki, kd [17, 18]. The
closed-loop system of variable frequency pump control
fatigue test machineis shown in Figure 11.
Simulation analysis of closed-loop system was
carried out under the condition of constant speed and
variable load as same as Figure 8. The speed of
hydraulic cylinder of closed-loop system when the load
changed is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12 shown that the actual speed of closed-loop is
almost as same as the set speed; the steady-state deviation of
speed of hydraulic was eliminated in the closed-loop system.

When the load of system increased, the close-loop
system adjusted the rotational speed of asynchronous
motor automatically, as soon as speed detector detected
the deviations of set speed and actual speed of hydraulic
cylinder. As a result, the outlet flow of constant delivery
pump changed with adjustment of rotational speed of
asynchronous motor, which could compensate leakage
of the hydraulic link and compressibility of hydraulic
oil. The rigidity and accuracy of speed of system was
improved by using the PID controller.
When closed-loop system is under the condition as
same as Figure 9, simulation analysis of closed-loop
system was carried out as well. Figure 13 which shows
the steady-state deviation of speed of hydraulic could be
eliminated under control of the PID controller in spite of
the change of the set speed, and speed of dynamic
response was improved too.

Figure 12. The speed of hydraulic cylinder of closed-loop
system when the load changed

Figure 13. The speed of hydraulic cylinder of closed-loop
system when the set speed changed

5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed a variable frequency pump control
fatigue test gig for high-speed maglev train, which has
the advantage of simple structure, high reliability, high
efficiency and low noise. The fatigue test machine is of
high efficiency in power because of no overflow loss or
damper loss in hydraulic link and asynchronous motor
can reduce rotate speed automatically when requirement
of system’ volume is small or in stand-by situation. The
simulation module of system was established based on
SIMULINK, and control performance of the system was
optimized by using the PID controller. The fatigue test
gig could be used in the fatigue strength and fatigue life
tests, which would improve the operation safety and
reliability of high-speed maglev train. The accuracy of
speed and dynamic performance of fatigue test machine
can be improved by choosing reasonable PID
parameters kp, ki, kd of the closed-loop system.
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چكيده
 مکانیسم سفر به عنوان. در نظر گرفته شده است12 قطار ماگلو با سرعت باال به عنوان یک وسیله نقلیه ایده آل در قرن
 آن بر ایمنی عملکردی. بار متناوب عمودی و افقی وسیعی را در عمل تحمل کرده و حمل می کند،بخش مهمی از قطار
 در نتیجه اجزای کلیدی مکانیسم سفر باید تحت آزمون استحکام خستگی توسط دستگاه،قطار به طور مستقیم تاثیر گذاشته
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 یک دستگاه تست خستگی پمپ کنترل با فرکانس متغیر برای قطار ماگلو سرعت باال، در این مقاله.تست خستگی درآید
 آن ساختار را ساده کرده و ثبات و قابلیت اطمینان را با استفاده از فناوری کنترل پمپ با فرکانس متغیر به.ارائه شده است
 مدل شبیه سازی از جمله، با معرفی اصول عملکرد سیستم. منظور تنظیم سرعت حرکت سیلندر هیدرولیک بهبود می دهد
 عملکرد سیستم در موارد بار متغیر و سرعت متغیر با. الکتروموتور و سیستم هیدرولیک ایجاد شده است،تبدیل فرکانس
 سیستم از نظر درستی و عملی بودن با استفاده از مقایسه نتایج. مورد آنالیز قرار گرفتMATLAB  ازSIMULINK
 عملکرد کنترل سیستم مدل با استفاده از کنترل کننده حلقه،در نهایت.شبیه سازی با موقعیت های واقعی تایید شده است
دستگاه تست خستگی پمپ کنترل با فرکانس متغیر پاسخ باال و بهره وری انرژی باال را به.  بهینه سازی شدPID بسته
. در نتیجه برای کاربرد تست خستگی مناسب است،دست آورد
doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.01a.13

